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A Santa and all of his reindeer are silhouetted against the snowcovered forest as they fly through

the air in this traditional advent calendar.
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I bought this Advent calendar and it was just as beautiful when I received it. By far the best selection

online and I checked many web sites. My family throughly enjoyed this calendar.It matches the

wonderful advent calendars I had as a child growing up.

I was intentionally search for a NON-Chocolate due to nut allergy and lactose intolerance with my

Grandies! But I wondered what was in its place! Finally after reading reviews I discovered it was

only a picture! I'll keep looking...want to find one with a little something behind the doors. I love that

.com uses our reviews...I have or have not found what I'm looking for due to reviews! Very important

was a baby doll stroller that all 4 wheels turn! Those locked front ones are hard for little ones! Thank

you ...

These calendars are mounted on a backing stiff and substantial enough to give them a decent

chance of surviving mailing. Images are suitable for a wide range of Advent calendar enthusiasts

(members of my list range in age up to 70 years). On the pricey side, though.

Ted Rand was an award-winning illustrator of numerous children's books. His artwork makes this



Advent Calendar pretty enough to put up right after Thanksgiving and to keep up long after

Christmas Day. The fun pictures inside add to any child's delight as they count down down the days

to Christmas.

The front is pretty with sparkles. It is very filmsy, not well made. For $8, I feel ripped off. What

happened to the advent calendars with the little pitures AND a tiny peice of chocolate! I think I'll

make my own next year.

I love advent calendars, and this seemed to be a very pretty one. However, the cardboard backing

immediately separated from the front. Perhaps it's supposed to do that, and the backing is only for

shipping stability. However, I taped it to the front to provide greater stiffness. Some of the doors

were a little hard to open. All-in-all, it's fine

Again, these are wonderful for children both young and older. Well done and inexpensively priced. Ii

will definitely order them again.
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